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Out of Mesopotamia
a novel by

Salar Abdoh

Informed by firsthand experience on the battlefronts of Iraq and Syria, Abdoh
captures the horror, confusion, and absurdity of combat from a seldomglimpsed perspective that expands our understanding of the war novel.
BOOK DETAILS: 1 September 2020, 256 pages; fiction/literature
COMP TITLES: The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien; Redeployment by
Phil Klay; The Association of Small Bombs by Karan Mahajan
HIGHLIGHTS: Tehran at Twilight, Salar Abdoh’s previous novel was licensed
into: Arabic: Sefsafa Culture & Publishing; Armenian: Antares; Lithuanian:
Versus Aureus; Malaysian: Buki Fix; Polish: Sonia Draga; Turkish: Matbuat
“For many Americans, the conflicts in Syria and Iraq have become
abstractions, separated from our lives by geographic as well as psychic
boundaries. Abdoh collapses these boundaries, presenting a disjointed reality
in which war and everyday life are inextricably entwined . . . [The novel
shines] a brilliant, feverish light on the nature of not only modern war but all
war, and even of life itself.” —New York Times Book Review (Editors’ Choice)
“A superb pressure cooker of a novel . . . This is one of the best works of
literature on the war against ISIS to date.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
“Out of Mesopotamia is a brutally realistic look at war and love and fear and
everything else that humans do. The writing is impossibly good. The characters aren’t characters at
all—they seem to have emerged fully formed from the blood-soaked soil of Syria and Iraq. And they rise up
to live out a story that is as old as history and yet somehow could only have happened today. I’m stunned
by how good this book is.” —Sebastian Junger, author of Tribe: On Homecoming and Belonging
Saleh, the narrator of Out of Mesopotamia, is a middle-aged Iranian journalist who moonlights as a writer
for one of Iran’s most popular TV shows but cannot keep himself away from the front lines in neighboring
Iraq and Syria. There, the fight against the Islamic State is a proxy war, an existential battle, a declaration
of faith, and, for some, a passing weekend affair.
After weeks spent dodging RPGs, witnessing acts of savagery and stupidity, Saleh returns to civilian life
in Tehran but finds it to be an unbearably dislocating experience. Pursued by his official handler from
state security, opportunistic colleagues, and the woman who broke his heart, Saleh has reason to again
flee from everyday life. Surrounded by men whose willingness to achieve martyrdom both fascinates and
appalls him, Saleh struggles to make sense of himself and the turmoil in his midst.
An unprecedented glimpse into “endless war” from a Middle Eastern perspective, Out of Mesopotamia
follows in the tradition of the Western canon of martial writers—from Hemingway and Orwell to Tim
O’Brien and Philip Caputo—but then subverts and expands upon the genre before completely blowing
it apart. Drawing from his firsthand experience of being embedded with Shia militias on the ground in
Iraq and Syria, Abdoh gives agency to the voiceless while offering a meditation on war that is moving,
humane, darkly funny, and resonantly true.
SALAR ABDOH was born in Iran and splits his time between Tehran and New York City. He
is the author of the novels Tehran at Twilight, The Poet Game, and Opium; and he is the editor
of Tehran Noir. He teaches in the MFA program at the City College of New York.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Speculative Los Angeles
edited by

Denise Hamilton

The debut title of a new city-based anthology series featuring
stories with speculative, sci-fi, and paranormal themes.
BOOK DETAILS: 2 February 2021, 272 pgs.; speculative fiction anthology
FEATURING BRAND-NEW STORIES BY: Aimee Bender, Lisa Morton,
Alex Espinoza, Ben H. Winters, Denise Hamilton, Lynell George, Stephen
Blackmoore, Francesca Lia Block, Charles Yu, Duane Swierczynski, Luis
J. Rodriguez, A.G. Lombardo, Kathleen Kaufman, and S. Qiouyi Lu.
COMP TITLES: A People’s Future of the United States: Speculative
Fiction from 25 Extraordinary Writers edited by Victor LaValle; Thriller:
Stories to Keep You Up at Night edited by James Patterson.
HIGHLIGHTS: Denise Hamilton edited Los Angeles Noir which is currently
in its 8th printing with over 20,000 copies sold; the anthology was
licensed to France (Asphalte), Italy (Alet), Mexico/Spanish language
(Random House), & Russia (Arabesque). Hamilton’s novels have been
licensed to Turkey, France, and Japan.
Contributor Aimee Bender’s fiction has been licensed into 16 languages,
including Italian, Czech, Spanish, Turkish, German, French, Dutch,
etc. Ben H. Winters’s fiction has been licensed into Romanian, Polish,
Hungarian, French, Spanish, Turkish, Thai, Portuguese, Russian, etc.
Charles Yu’s fiction has been licensed into German, French, Polish, Dutch, Russian, Bulgarian, Chinese,
etc. Francesca Lia Block’s fiction has been licensed into Finnish, Italian, Czech, etc.
“Speculative Los Angeles is a thrill ride of grand ideas and warnings. Take a place that already defines the
future of culture, add fourteen unbound minds, and you get a collection that wows the imagination like
no other.” —Michael Connelly, author of the best-selling Harry Bosch series
As an incubator of the future, Los Angeles has long mesmerized writers from Philip K. Dick to Aldous
Huxley. With its natural disasters, Hollywood artifice, staggering wealth and poverty, urban sprawl, and
diversity, one can argue that Los Angeles is already so weird, surreal, irrational, and mythic that any fiction
emerging from this place should be considered speculative.
So, best-selling author Denise Hamilton commissioned some stories and did exactly that. In Speculative
Los Angeles, fourteen of the city’s most prophetic voices reimagine the city in very different ways. In
these pages, you’ll encounter twenty-first-century changelings, dirigibles plying the suburban skies,
black holes and jacaranda men lurking in deep suburbia, beachfront property in Century City, walled-off
canyons and coastlines reserved for the wealthy, psychic death cults, robot nursemaids, and an alternate
LA where Spanish land grants never gave way to urbanization.
As with our city-based Akashic Noir Series, each story in Speculative Los Angeles is set in a distinct
neighborhood filled with local color, landmarks, and flavor. Since the best speculative fiction provides a
wormhole into other worlds while also commenting on our own, that is exactly what you’ll find here.
DENISE HAMILTON is a novelist, journalist, Edgar Award finalist, and the author of seven crime
novels set in her hometown of Los Angeles. She is also the editor of Los Angeles Noir, which
features the Edgar Award–winning short story “The Golden Gopher,” and Los Angeles Noir 2:
The Classics, which includes stories by Raymond Chandler, James M. Cain, and James Ellroy.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Creatures of Passage
a novel by

Morowa Yejidé

With echoes of Toni Morrison’s Beloved, Yejidé’s novel explores a
forgotten quadrant of Washington, DC, and the ghosts that haunt it.
BOOK DETAILS: 16 March 2021, 320 pages, fiction/literature
COMP TITLES: Beloved by Toni Morrison; The Book of Night Women by
Marlon James
RIGHTS SALES: Creatures of Passage has been licensed to the UK +
Commonwealth (Jacaranda)! All other rights are available.
HIGHLIGHTS: Yejidé’s debut novel, Time of the Locust, was a finalist for
the PEN/Bellwether Prize, long-listed for the PEN/Bingham Award, and an
NAACP Image Award nominee; Time of the Locust received glowing praise in
the Washington Post, Kirkus Reviews, Essence, Ebony, and more!
“In this beautifully written and gloriously conceived novel, Morowa Yejidé
reveals her mastery yet again. This novel is both contemporary and ancient,
frightening and stirring, playful and wise, an unforgettable blurring of reality
and genres from its haunted Plymouth automobile to the mysteries in the fog
in this alternate America and hidden Washington, DC. With its lyricism and
bold imagination, Creatures of Passage is unlike anything you’ve ever read.”
—Tananarive Due, author of Ghost Summer: Stories
“Comparisons will be made to Toni Morrison and they will be well founded, but Morowa Yejidé is in
a class of her own with Creatures of Passage, a mesmerizing tale about love, loss, revenge, death, and
restoration that hovers close to the edge of fantasy yet is deeply grounded in history and in a reality
easily recognizable in the contemporary world.” —Elizabeth Nunez, author of Prospero’s Daughter
Nephthys Kinwell is a taxi driver of sorts in Washington, DC, ferrying ill-fated passengers in a haunted car:
a 1967 Plymouth Belvedere with a ghost in the trunk. Endless rides and alcohol help her manage her grief
over the death of her twin brother, Osiris, who was murdered and dumped in the Anacostia River.
Unknown to Nephthys when the novel opens in 1977, her estranged great-nephew, ten-year-old
Dash, is finding himself drawn to the banks of that very same river. It is there that Dash—reeling from
having witnessed an act of molestation at his school, but still questioning what and who he saw—has
charmed conversations with a mysterious figure he calls the “River Man,” who somehow appears
each time he goes there.
Creatures of Passage beautifully threads together the stories of Nephthys, Dash, and others both
living and dead. Morowa Yejidé’s deeply captivating novel shows us an unseen Washington filled with
otherworldly landscapes, flawed super-humans, and reluctant ghosts, and brings together a community
intent on saving one young boy in order to reclaim themselves.
MOROWA YEJIDÉ, a native of Washington, DC, is the author of the critically acclaimed
novel Time of the Locust, which was a 2012 finalist for the PEN/Bellwether Prize, longlisted for the 2015 PEN/Bingham Prize, and a 2015 NAACP Image Award nominee.
She lives in the DC area with her husband and three sons. Creatures of Passage is her
second novel.
Akashic controls worldwide rights; PDF available upon request
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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The Nicotine Chronicles
edited by LEE CHILD
Lee Child recruits Joyce Carol Oates, Jonathan Ames, Cara
Black, and others to reveal nicotine’s scintillating alter egos.
BOOK DETAILS: 15 September 2020, 272 pages; fiction anthology
COMP TITLE: Face Off edited by David Baldacci
HIGHLIGHTS: Lee Child’s Jack Reacher series has been licensed into 30+
languages. The first Jack Reacher movie, based on the novel One Shot and
starring Tom Cruise and Rosamund Pike, was released in December 2012.
There are 24 novels in the Jack Reacher series, including Blue Moon (Oct.
2019). Several of the contributors (see list below) have been translated into
numerous languages. This is newest addition to The Drug Chronicles series:
The Cocaine Chronicles was licensed to the UK (No Exit), Turkey (Aytasi),
and Serbia (Cenzura). The Speed Chronicles & The Heroin Chronicles were
licensed to UK (No Exit), and The Marijuana Chronicles was licensed to UK
(No Exit) and Turkey (Altikirkbes Yayinlari).
Featuring brand-new stories by: Lee Child, Joyce Carol Oates, Eric Bogosian,
Cara Black, Jonathan Ames, Hannah Tinti, Michael Imperioli (The Sopranos),
Ariel Gore, Jerry Stahl, Lauren Sanders, Robert Arellano, Peter Kimani,
Christopher Sorrentino, Achy Obejas, Bernice McFadden, and David L. Ulin.
“Even confirmed anti-smokers will find something to savor.” —Kirkus Reviews
“These writers capture the mental gymnastics behind the characters’ bad decisions, and the joy such
bad decisions can bring.”—Publishers Weekly
“Typically for Akashic—publisher of the terrific Noir series—the stories approach the subject matter
from an impressive number of angles and feature some really fine and varied writing . . . Akashic has
yet to produce a dull anthology, and this one is especially good.” —Booklist
Food scientists have discovered a complex compound naturally present in, among other things,
potatoes, tomatoes, peppers, and eggplants. The compound offers us a number of benefits: it improves
our fine motor skills; it increases our attention spans; it improves our cognitive abilities; it improves our
long- and short-term memories; it lessens depression . . . In and of itself, it has no real downside. It’s
called nicotine. We should all get some.
The problem is the delivery system . . . The most efficient way is to burn dried tobacco leaves and
inhale the smoke. Ten seconds later, the compound is in your brain, doing good in all its various ways.
Unfortunately, the rest of the smoke doesn’t do good. And therein lies a great mystery of human
behavior. To get the good, we risk the bad. Or we prohibit ourselves the good, for fear of the bad.
Which approach makes more sense?
—From the introduction by Lee Child
LEE CHILD has been a television director, union organizer, theater technician, and
law student. He is the author of the Jack Reacher novels. He was born in England but
now lives in New York City and leaves the island of Manhattan only when required
to by forces beyond his control. Visit www.leechild.com for more information on
his books, short stories, and the Jack Reacher movie starring Tom Cruise.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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The Five Books of (Robert) Moses
a novel by Arthur Nersesian
A dramatic, playful, brutal, sweeping, and always entertaining
reimagining of New York City history, presaging today’s political tyranny.
BOOK DETAILS: 28 July 2020, 1,510 pages; fiction/literature
COMP TITLES: The Plot Against America by Philip Roth; The Man in the
High Castle by Philip K. Dick; The City We Became by N. K. Jemisin
HIGHLIGHTS: Previous licensing deals for Arthur Nersesian’s novels: The
Fuck-Up: Germany (Europa), Greece (Akti Oxy), Japan (Tokyo Sogensha),
Korea (Daekyo Bertelsmann), Spanish (TF Editores), Turkey (Pia / Say
Yayninlari); Manhattan Loverboy: Germany (Europa) and Greece (Electra);
Chinese Takeout: Greece (Electra), Spain (Modernos y Classicos de Aleph),
and the UK (Marion Boyars); Dogrun: Germany (VGS), Japan (Tokyo
Sogensha).
“A postmodern masterwork that outdoes Pynchon in eccentricity—and
electricity, with all its dazzling prose.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review
“This book isn’t War and Peace. It’s bigger.” —Wall Street Journal
“Nersesian is one of my favorite New York authors; this tome is one to
lose yourself in.” —Bob Odenkirk, actor, Breaking Bad
After a domestic terrorist unleashes a dirty bomb in Manhattan in 1970, making the borough
uninhabitable, FBI agent Uli Sarkisian finds himself in a world that is suddenly unrecognizable as
the United States is faced with its greatest immigration crisis ever: finding housing for millions of
its own citizens. The federal government hastily retrofits an abandoned military installation in the
Nevada desert, vast in size. Despite the government’s best intentions, as the military pulls out of
“Rescue City,” the residents are increasingly left to their own devices, and tribal warfare fuses with
democracy, forming a frightening evolution of the two-party system: the gangocracy. Years after
the Manhattan cleanup was supposed to have been finished, Uli travels through this bizarre new
New York City, where he is forced to reckon with his past, while desperately trying to get out alive.
The Five Books of (Robert) Moses alternates between the outrageous present of Rescue City and
earlier in the twentieth century, detailing the events leading up to the destruction of Manhattan.
We simultaneously follow legendary urban planner Robert Moses through his early years and are
introduced to his equally ambitious older brother Paul, a brilliant electrical engineer whose jealousy
toward Robert and anger at the devastation caused by the man’s “urban renewal” projects lead to
a dire outcome.
Arthur Nersesian’s most important work to date examines the political chaos of
today’s world through the lens of the past. Fictional versions of real historical
figures populate the pages, from major politicians and downtown drag queens to
notorious revolutionaries and obscure poets.
ARTHUR NERSESIAN is the author of fourteen books, including the cult-classic
national best seller The Fuck-Up. He is a native New Yorker who runs a writing
workshop in the East Village and can be reached on Facebook.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Black Lotus &
Black Lotus 2: The Vow
two novellas by

K’wan

“[A] heart-thumping thriller . . . K’wan does a masterful job of keeping readers
on their toes right up to the very last page.” —Publishers Weekly
BOOK DETAILS: Black Lotus, May 2014, 128 pgs. & Black Lotus 2: The Vow,
3 Nov. 2020, 208 pgs.
COMP TITLES: The Poet by Michael Connelly; The Coldest Winter Ever by
Sister Souljah
HIGHLIGHTS: K’wan is the best-selling author of numerous works of fiction.
K’wan has been featured in Time magazine, Entertainment Weekly, and on
MTV and National Public Radio.
PRAISE FOR BLACK LOTUS:
“Fans expecting another thug-in-the-street story will be pleasantly surprised
at this rough police procedural.” —Library Journal
“K’wan steadily builds to a frantic, movie-worthy climax.”
—Entertainment Weekly
“The legacies of Iceberg Slim and Donald Goines are forever preserved.”
—Upscale
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR BLACK LOTUS 2: THE VOW:
“K’wan delivers a lean, tightly plotted tale that balances noir aesthetics with
comic book flair. Fans of pulp and urban lit will be well satisfied.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Like a cool, hip, and fun evening at a vintage drive-in, Black Lotus 2:
The Vow takes me back to a time when Jim Kelly, Pam Grier, and Fred
Williamson graced the big screen. Throw in some Bruce Lee and a little The
Last Dragon and you have a hell of a butt-kicking, action-filled ride.”
—Ace Atkins, New York Times best-selling author of The Shameless
“A smart refiguring of hard-boiled with a nitro injection of new-age
sensibilities.” —Reed Farrel Coleman, New York Times best-selling author
of Walking the Perfect Square
K’WAN is the best-selling, award-winning author of more than thirty novels,
including the wildly popular Animal series, Black Lotus, Gangsta, Road
Dawgz, Street Dreams, Hoodlum, and Section 8. He has been featured in
Vibe, King, Entertainment Weekly, and Time magazine. His credits also
include featured commentary in the documentary Iceberg Slim: Portrait of
a Pimp (produced by Ice-T) as well as a recurring role as an analyst on TV
One’s Celebrity Crime Files. K’wan resides in New Jersey, where he spends
his time writing, cooking, and binge-watching reruns of The Vampire Diaries
with his teenage daughters.
Akashic controls world rights; PDFs available upon request
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Face

One Square Foot of Skin
creative nonfiction by

Justine Bateman

Writer/director/producer Justine Bateman examines the aggressive
ways that society reacts to the aging of women’s faces.
BOOK DETAILS: 6 April 2021, 272 pages; creative nonfiction/women’s studies
COMP TITLES: Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body and Bad Feminist by Roxane
Gay; Men Explain Things to Me by Rebecca Solnit
HIGHLIGHTS: Justine Bateman is a Golden Globe and Emmy–nominated actress best-known for her role on the mega-hit TV show, Family Ties (costarring
Michael J. Fox). Bateman’s debut book, Fame: The Hijacking of Reality was
featured in the New York Times, People, Vanity Fair, Entertainment Weekly, the
Washington Post, etc. and on national TV shows, including Megyn Kelly Today,
Larry King Now, etc.
“I can’t think of anyone better than Justine Bateman to start the conversation
about how we’ve devolved into a society that doesn’t allow women to age.
Brave, brilliant, and unflinchingly honest, Justine is that writer you trust
because she goes after every subject with a warrior’s focus, and throws herself
to the lions while she’s at it. It doesn’t hurt that she’s a gorgeous woman who
hasn’t tried to erase an ounce of history from her face. I love the way she thinks, and am amazed at the
many sublayers she manages to excavate while everyone else is scratching the surface.”
—Mary-Louise Parker, actress, author of Dear Mr. You
“These honest, no-flinch vignettes about womanhood, beauty, and meaning will make you mad, break
your heart, will have you longing for a better world, have you rooting for her, yourself, for all women . . .
[a] riveting read! Profound glimpses into the soul of our society.” —Deb Olin Unferth, author of Barn 8
Face: One Square Foot of Skin is a book of fictional vignettes that examines the fear and vestigial
evolutionary habits that have caused women and men to cultivate the imagined reality that older women’s
faces are unattractive, undesirable, and something to be “fixed.”
Based on “older face” experiences of the author, Justine Bateman, and those of dozens of women and
men she interviewed, the book presents the reader with the many root causes for society’s often negative
attitudes toward women’s older faces. In doing so, Bateman rejects those ingrained assumptions about
the necessity of fixing older women’s faces, suggesting that we move on from judging a woman’s worth
based on the condition of her face.
With impassioned prose and a laser-sharp eye, Bateman argues that a woman’s confidence should grow
as she ages, not be destroyed by society’s misled attitude about that one square foot of skin.
JUSTINE BATEMAN is a writer/director/producer/author with an impressive acting résumé that includes Family Ties, Satisfaction, Arrested Development, and many
more. She has earned a Golden Globe nomination and two Emmy nominations. Violet,
Bateman’s directorial feature film debut of her own script, stars Olivia Munn, Luke
Bracey, and Justin Theroux, and was an official selection at the 2020 SXSW Film Festival. Her best-selling first book, Fame: The Hijacking of Reality, was published in 2018
by Akashic.
Akashic controls World English rights; PDF available upon request.
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Little Wonder

The Fabulous Story of Lottie Dod, the
World’s First Female Sports Superstar
by

Sasha Abramsky

A groundbreaking biography of the world’s first female sports
superstar, the pioneering and uncompromising Lottie Dod.
BOOK DETAILS: 4 Aug. ’20, 280 pgs; biography/sports/women’s studies
HIGHLIGHTS: Tens of millions watch Wimbledon on TV. Previous sales for
Abramsky’s past books: The House of Twenty Thousand Books, published by
NY Review of Books, was translated into Spanish (Periférica), German (dtv), and
licensed to UK publisher (Halban); Inside Obama’s Brain, was translated into Indonesian (Elex Media Komputindo).
“Lottie Dod is one of the world’s great unsung sporting heroes. There wasn’t
a glass ceiling she didn’t succeed in breaking, and in Little Wonder, Sasha
Abramsky takes readers on an amazing journey across continents and decades
as she shattered records and destroyed stereotypes along the way.”
—Billie Jean King
“It’s so important to remember the past champions, especially the women who
tend to be forgotten in the history books.” —Martina Navratilova
“This astute history is a must read for sports fans and women’s studies’
students.” —Publishers Weekly
“In an eloquently written narrative, spiced with vivid descriptions of the Victorian era and the
early twentieth century, he shines a light on Dod’s athletic triumphs . . . This fine biography makes a
significant contribution to sports history and women’s studies and should go a long way to bringing
Dod’s inspirational story to a new audience.” —Booklist, starred review
Little Wonder is a biography of a truly extraordinary sports figure who blazed trails of glory from the
late 1800s into the early 1900s. The third woman to win the Ladies’ Championships at the Wimbledon
tennis tournament, she did so for the first time in 1887, at age fifteen. She remains the youngest person
ever to have won a singles trophy in what would become known as the big-four Grand Slam tennis
tournaments.
Dod won Wimbledon five times, grew bored with tennis, and moved on to myriad other sports: she
became the world’s leading female ice skater; won the British ladies’ golf championship; and won an
Olympic silver medal in archery. In her time, she had a huge following, but by the outset of World War
I, she was largely a forgotten figure; she died alone and without fanfare in 1960.
Little Wonder brings this remarkable woman’s story to life. As a pioneer, she paved the way for the
likes of Billie Jean King and Serena Williams, believing she could compete with the top men in whatever
sport she set her sights on.
SASHA ABRAMSKY is a freelance journalist who has written for the Atlantic, the New Yorker, the
New York Times, etc. Abramsky’s The House of Twenty Thousand Books was a Kirkus Reviews Best
Nonfiction Books of 2015. Abramsky teaches writing at the University of California, Davis.
Akashic controls world rights, excluding: UK + Commonwealth;
PDF available upon request.
contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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Unstrung

Rants and Stories of a Noise Guitarist
by

Marc Ribot

Iconoclastic guitar player Marc Ribot offers up essays and stories
in this darkly funny and subversive debut collection.
BOOK DETAILS: 3 August 2021, 250 pages; essays/short stories/music
COMP TITLES: Year of the Monkey by Patti Smith; Face It by Debbie Harry;
Girl in a Band by Kim Gordon; Censorship Now!! by Ian F. Svenonius
HIGHLIGHTS: Marc Ribot has released twenty-five albums under his own
name over a forty-year career, and has collaborated with numerous musicians, including: Elton John and Leon Russell, Robert Plant and Alison
Krauss, Tom Waits, Elvis Costello, John Mellencamp, Neko Case, Solomon Burke, John Lurie’s Lounge Lizards, Marianne Faithfull, Joe Henry,
Allen Toussaint, Medeski, Martin & Wood, and Caetano Veloso. Ribot has
toured worldwide both as a solo artist and with other musicians.
“Ribot is his own man. He does not have a persona; he has a guitar, and he
knows its humble anatomy and eventful history as well as just about anyone . . . Don’t be fooled:
like Monk, Marlon Brando, Bob Dylan, and other skilled practitioners of broken American poetry,
Ribot is a deceptively articulate artist who uses inarticulateness as an expressive device.”
—New York Times
Throughout his genre-defying career as one of the most innovative musicians of our time,
iconoclastic guitar player Marc Ribot has consistently defied expectation at every turn. Here,
in his first collection of writing, we see that same uncompromising sensibility at work as he
playfully interrogates our assumptions about music, life, and death. Through essays, short
stories, and the occasional unfilmable film “mistreatment” that showcase the sheer range of
his voice, Unstrung captures an artist whose versatility on the page rivals his dexterity onstage.
Taken together, these stories and essays cement Ribot’s position as one of the most dynamic
and creative voices of our time.
MARC RIBOT has released twenty-five albums under his own name over a
forty-year career, exploring everything from the pioneering jazz of Albert Ayler
to the Cuban son of Arsenio Rodríguez. Rolling Stone points out that “Ribot
helped Tom Waits refine a new, weird Americana on 1985’s Rain Dogs, and since
then he’s become the go-to guitar guy for all kinds of roots-music adventurers.
Ribot works regularly with GRAMMY Award–winning producer T Bone Burnett
and New York composer John Zorn. He has also composed and performed on
numerous film scores such as Walk the Line, The Kids Are All Right, and The
Departed.
Akashic controls worldwide rights; PDF available upon request.

contact: johanna ingalls

| johanna@akashicbooks.com
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The Better Call Me Sugar

My Journey from the Hood to the Hardwood
a young adult memoir by professional basketball star

Sugar Rodgers
In unflinchingly honest prose, Sugar Rodgers shares her inspiring
story of overcoming tremendous odds to become an all-star in the
WNBA (Women’s National Basketball Association).
BOOK DETAILS: 4 May 2021, 176 pages; memoir/black studies
COMP TITLES: The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls; The Hate U Give by Angie
Thomas; Dear Martin by Nic Close
HIGHLIGHTS: The Women’s National Basketball Association will support the
release of Rodgers’s memoir which is timed to come out just before the 2021
season. More than 400 thousand people tune in to watch WNBA games and after
the season in the US, many players head overseas to continue playing in countries
including: China, South Korea, Israel, Poland, Italy, Turkey, Hungary, Australia,
France, the Czech Republic, Spain, Japan, etc. Rodgers’s story is incredibly inspiring and in addition to sharing her story in the hopes of inspiring other underprivileged children, she is an ambassador for Up2US Sports—a national organization
whose “mission is to engage, train, and support sports coaches to transform
youth, programs, and communities.”
Growing up in dire poverty in Suffolk, Virginia, Sugar (born Ta’Shauna) Rodgers
never imagined that she would become an all-star player in the WNBA (Women’s National Basketball
Association). Both of her siblings were in and out of prison throughout much of her childhood and shootings
in her neighborhood were commonplace. For Sugar this was just a fact of life.
While academics wasn’t a high priority for Sugar and many of her friends, athletics always played a prominent
role. She mastered her three-point shot on a net her brother put up just outside their home, eventually
becoming so good that she could hustle local drug dealers out of money in one-on-one contests. With the
love and support of her family and friends, Sugar’s performance on her high school basketball team led
to her recruitment by Georgetown University, making Sugar the first in her family to attend college.
Sugar’s road to a successful career as a professional basketball player is fraught with sadness and death—
including her mother’s death when she’s fourteen, which leaves Sugar essentially homeless. Throughout
it all, Sugar clings to basketball as a way to keep herself focused and sane.
And now Sugar shares her story as a message of hope and inspiration for young girls and boys everywhere,
but especially those growing up in economically challenging conditions. Never sugarcoating her life
experiences, she delivers a powerful message of discipline, perseverance, and always believing in oneself.
SUGAR RODGERS is a professional basketball player currently playing in the WNBA
for the Las Vegas Aces. She honed her skills as a young girl growing up in Suffolk, VA,
by shooting hoops with neighborhood drug dealers before eventually being recruited
by the Georgetown Hoyas, making her the first person in her family to attend college.
She graduated Georgetown as the leading scorer of all time, and was drafted by the
Minnesota Lynx in 2013. She also played several seasons with the New York Liberty
before being traded to Las Vegas in 2019. She was named to the WNBA All-Star team
for her 2017 season with the New York Liberty.
Akashic controls worldwide rights; PDF available upon request.
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Launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir, the award-winning Akashic Noir Series features original noir anthologies
with each volume comprised of all new stories, each one set in a distinct neighborhood or location within the
respective city or locale. The series includes best-selling authors like Dennis Lehane, Michael Connelly, and
Joyce Carol Oates, as well as new, rising stars. With over 100 titles now available, many of our international
partners are finding success by publishing volumes local to their publishing house alongside a selection of
existing titles.
New additions to the series include: Addis Ababa Noir edited by Maaza Mengiste, Accra Noir edited by NanaAma Danquah, and Belgrade Noir edited by Milorad Ivanovic, with Paris Noir: The Suburbs edited by Hervé
Delouche forthcoming in 2021!

INTERNATIONAL ACQUISITIONS
o Africa: Cassava Republic: Accra, Addis Ababa, Lagos, Nairobi

o Italy: RCS-Fabbri: USA Noir

o Argentina (Spanish): Penguin Random House: Buenos Aires

o Japan: Futami: Manhattan

o Australia: Xoum: Sydney

o Malaysia: Buku Fixi: Tel Aviv

o Brazil: Casa da Palavra: Rio, USA, London, Paris, São Paulo

o Mexico (Spanish): Oceano: USA

o Brazil: Tabla: Baghdad, Beirut, Delhi, Istanbul, Marrakech, Tehran

o Mexico (Spanish): Random House: Mexico City, Los Angeles

o Canada (French): Guy St.-Jean: Montreal

o Mexico (Spanish): Fondo de Cultura Economica: Baghdad

o Croatia: Durieux: Barcelona, Dublin, Istanbul, Rome, Stockholm, USA, Zagreb

o Morroco (French): Marrakech

o Czech Republic: Paseka: Prague
o Denmark: People’s Press: Brooklyn, Copenhagen
o Finland: Like: Helsinki, London
o France: Asphalte Éditions: Barcelona, Beirut, Brooklyn, Brussels,
Buenos Aires, D.C., Delhi, Haiti, Havana, London, Los Angeles,
Marseille, Mexico City, Paris & Paris Noir: The Suburbs, Rome
o France: Rivages: Boston

o Netherlands: Ambo Anthos: Amsterdam Noir
o Philippines: Anvil: Manila
o Poland: Claroscuro: Barcelona, Belfast, Brussels, Mexico
City, Moscow, Prague, Singapore, Stockholm, St. Petersburg, Tel Aviv, Venice, USA
o Russia: Arabesque: London, Los Angeles
o Russia: Eksom: Moscow
o Russia: Atticus-Azbooka: St. Petersburg

o Germany: CulturBooks: Berlin, Paris, USA
o Greece: Fantastikos Kosmos: Brooklyn, Istanbul
o Hong Kong (English): Blacksmith: Hong Kong
o India: HarperCollins: Delhi, Mumbai
o Iraq (Arabic): Alca: Baghdad, Beirut, Marrakech, Pittsburgh
o Israel: Kinneret: Jerusalem, Tel Aviv
o Italy: Alet: Brooklyn, D.C., Havana, Los Angeles, London, San
Francisco, Wall Street

o Serbia: Belgrade, USA, Dublin, Istanbul, St. Petersburg
o Singapore: Monsoon Press: Singapore
o Spain: StorySide (AUDIO): Mexico City
o Spain: Edhasa: Barcelona
o Spain: Maresia: Rio
o Sweden: Bokfabriken: Stockholm
o Turkey: Everest: Brooklyn, Istanbul, London, Manhattan
o Turkey: Soyka Yayinlar: Beirut

o Italy: Metropoli d’Asia: Delhi

o UK: Cassava Republic: Accra, Addis Ababa, Lagos, Nairobi

THERE ARE OVER 100 IN-PRINT TITLES. ASK US FOR THE COMPLETE LIST.
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BRAZIL

LAURA & JOÃO PAULO RIFF, RIFF AGENCY
AV. CALÓGERAS 6, SALA 1007
20030-070 RIO DE JANEIRO, RJ–BRASIL
TEL: 55-21-22876299, FAX: 55-21-22676393
E-MAILS: LAURA@AGENCIARIFF.COM.BR,
JOAOPAULO@AGENCIARIFF.COM.BR

CHINA & TAIWAN

GRAY TAN, THE GRAYHAWK AGENCY
14F, NO.63, SEC.4, XINYI RD.
TAIPEI, 10684, TAIWAN
TEL: 886-2-27059321, FAX: 886-2-27059610
E-MAIL: GRAYHAWK@GRAYHAWK-AGENCY.COM

KOREA
AMO NOH, AMO AGENCY
#1108, 17 TEHERAN-RO 87-GIL, GANGNAM-GU
SEOUL 06169, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
TEL: 82-2-322-4160
E-MAIL: AMONOH@GMAIL.COM

LATIN AMERICA
ANDREA MONTEJO, INDENT LITERARY AGENCY
1123 BROADWAY, SUITE 716
NEW YORK, NY 10010
TEL: 646-918-7010, FAX: 347-581-9610
E-MAIL: ANDREA@INDENTAGENCY.COM

CZECH REPUBLIC (juvenile & YA only)
TEREZA PARIZKOVA, TWINKLE BOOKS AGENCY
PEKARSKA 490/11
779 00 OLOMOUC, CZECH REPUBLIC
TEL: 420-775-184-493
E-MAIL: TEREZA@TWINKLEBOOKSAGENCY.COM

FRANCE

VANESSA KLING, LA NOUVELLE AGENCE
7, RUE CORNEILLE
75006 PARIS, FRANCE
TEL: 33-1-43-25-85-60; FAX: 33-1-43-25-47-98
E-MAIL: VANESSA@LANOUVELLEAGENCE.FR

GERMANY

RONIT ZAFRAN, MOHRBOOKS LITERARY AGENCY
SEEFELDSTR. 303
CH-8008 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
TEL: 41-43-244-86-22, FAX: 41-43-244-86-27
E-MAIL: ANNELIE.GEISSLER@MOHRBOOKS.CH

GREECE

ELIZABETH SPANTIDAKI, THE BOOK PROJECT AGENCY
13 PLATONOS STR,
GLYFADA 16675, GREECE
TEL: 30-694-2595583
EMAIL: ELIZABETH@THEBOOKPROJECTAGENCY.COM

HUNGARY

NORBERT UZSEKA, LEX COPYRIGHT OFFICE
SZEMERE U. 21, 1054 BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
TEL: 36-1-332-9340, FAX: 36-1-331-6181
EMAIL: LEXCOPY@LEXCOPYRIGHT.HU

ISRAEL

EFRAT LEV, DEBORAH HARRIS AGENCY
P.O. BOX 8528, 91083 JERUSALEM, ISRAEL
TEL: 972-2-5633237, FAX: 972-2-5618711
E-MAIL: EFRAT@THEDEBORAHHARRISAGENCY.COM

ITALY

MAURA SOLINAS, PIERGIORGIO NICOLAZZINI LIT. AGENCY
VIA G.B. MORONI, 22, 20146 MILANO, ITALY
TEL: 39-02-487-13365, FAX: 39-02 487-13365
E-MAIL: MAURA.SOLINAS@PNLA.IT

NETHERLANDS
WAMPE

VEER, BLACKBIRD LITERARY AGENCY
PIETER DE HOOGHLAAN, 27
3741 RL BAARN, THE NETHERLANDS
TEL: 31-625129599
E-MAIL: B.LIT.AGENCY@GMAIL.COM
de

POLAND
TOMASZ BEREZINSKI, GRAAL LITERARY AGENCY
PRUSZKOWSKA 29/252
PL 02-119 WARSZAWA, POLAND
TEL: 48-22-8952000, FAX: 48-22-8952001
EMAIL: TOMASZ.BEREZINSKI@GRAAL.COM.PL

SCANDINAVIA & ICELAND
ULF TÖREGÅRD, ULF TÖREGÅRD AGENCY AB
MEYERS PLAN 5
S-374 33 KARLSHAMN, SWEDEN
TEL: 46-454-84340, MOBILE–: 46-708-123-561
EMAIL: LINA@TOREGARDAGENCY.SE

SPAIN, PORTUGAL , & CATALAN
TERESA VILARRUBLA THE FOREIGN OFFICE
C/ ROSSELLÓ 104, ENTL 2A
08029 BARCELONA, SPAIN
TEL: 34-93-321-4290
EMAIL: TERESA@THEFOREIGNOFFICE.NET

TURKEY
CANSU CANSEVEN, ANATOLIALIT AGENCY
CAFERAGA MAHALLESI, GUNESLI BAHCE SOK.
NO:48 OR.KO APT., B BLOK D:4
34710 KADIKOY- ISTANBUL, TURKEY
TEL: 90-216-700-1088, FAX: 90-216-700-1089
E-MAIL: CANSU@ANATOLIALIT.COM

ALL OTHER TERRITORIES
JOHANNA INGALLS, AKASHIC BOOKS
232 THIRD ST., A115
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
TEL: +1 718-643-9193, FAX: +1 718-643-9195
E-MAIL: JOHANNA@AKASHICBOOKS.COM

JAPAN

MIKO YAMANOUCHI, JAPAN UNI AGENCY
TOKYODO JINBOCHO NO. 2 BLDG., 5F,
1-27, KANDA JINBOCHO, CHIYODA-KU
TOKYO 101-0051, JAPAN
TEL: 81-3-3295-0301, FAX: 81-3-3294-5173
E-MAIL: MIKO.YAMANOUCHI@JAPANUNI.CO.JP
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